Vocal fold impact stress analysis.
Vocal fold impact stress (force/area) has been implicated as a factor possibly contributing to the formation of nodules and polyps. The force of impact of a moving body is related to its acceleration. Since the mass of the folds is relatively constant, one expects impact force to be directly proportional to acceleration. A measure that reflects the relative displacement of the vocal folds is photoglottography (PGG). The velocity and acceleration of the folds are easily obtained by calculating the first and second derivatives of the PGG displacement waveform. This study, therefore, compared the second derivative of the PGG signal with simultaneously measured impact stress in an excised canine larynx model. Glottal transillumination (PGG) was measured with a subglottic transducer. A miniature force transducer placed in the midline between the vocal folds measured impact stress at the midglottal position. For nine different larynges, there was a positive and linear relationship between the second derivative of PGG and impact stress. The statistically significant results support the hypothesis that the second derivative of PGG m ay provide a use fulnoninvasive way to estimate relative vocal fold impact stress.